There’s more where that came from:

future directions in NRM Information tools for the tropical savannas
Tropical Savanna CRC Publications

Publication Sales 2003-2006

- 2003-04: 1000
- 2004-05: 2000
- 2005-06: 2500
- 2006-07: 3000
Tropical Savanna CRC Websites
NAFI Website
NAFI Website

Monthly map downloads for NAFI site
NAFI Website

KRFMP  Bushfires NT  CYPDA
TS-CRC network
What happens next?
Post CRC Plan

Fire Database (national, govt)

users

$
Research and Development using NAFI

One-click layers
New hotspot sources
Better ways of visualising fire spread
Display of greenhouse emissions
More extensive Fire Scar Mapping
Better automated Fire Scar Mapping
InfoNet Project:

resources for NRM planning from the web

InfoNet project:
www.infonet.cdu.edu.au/nrm